1.
I&roductim.-The development of the art of concealing large guns so that they can not be easily seen by hostile airmen or observers in kite balloons has brought into prominence the study of methods of locating powerful by means of observations of the time of arrival of =sound of their gunfire at one or more observing stations. There are redly two distinct problems to be discussed.
(1) The simple case when the flash is seen and the distanA of the g i n is to be determined from the observed interval of time between the instnnts when the flash is seen and the report is heard at a single station.
(2) The more complex case when the flash is not seen. The sound of the report must now he timed at three or four observin stations and the position of the gun estierror in the timing of the sound is more disastrous in the second case than in the first, consequently an accurate method of timing the arrivnl of the sound is \-cry necessa for the successful application of the second method.
Trtillery chronoscopes have been used for the simple method of ranging, and sonie improvements in design have been made during the present war. Whereas formerly a chronoscope enabled time to be measured accurately to a fifth of a second, a modern instrument will record hundredths of L second.' Chronoscopes of this type are used in testing the nerves of would-be air pilots and it is found that a successful candidate will stop the pointer in fifteen-hundredths of a second after tiearing a sound, while an unsuccessful candidate may allow twenty or even thirty hundredths of n second to pass. Now, it is unlikely that the personal equation of an observer will remain absolutely constant and an error of .onetenth of a second would certainly be disastrous in the second method of sound ranging and troublesome even in the first, consequently it is advisable to have instrumental means of recordin automatically the time at which the sound arrives an% methods of measuring time with p a t accurac have been skillfully developed.
The posslbility of udzing sound to locate a large gun is to some extent due to the nature of the sound produced by gunfire. In front of the un the sound is much more of sound is concerned, the gun acts somethin like :t a result of this the sound is much more intense in the forward direction than it would be if it were produced by the explosion of a shell. Thus to the German genappeared to stand out above the dull heavy roar of t Y* eir erals behind the lines every shot from the British own guns as a ah staccato note like a loud drum tattoo, reportg which have been beard in England seem to have come from German guns; for instance, the sound of gunfire, which waa heard very distinctly on the erening of July 10, 1917, wm attributed to the German bombardment on the Nieuport front, which commenced at 5 p. m. 3 In both methods of sound rangin it is necessary to take into account the meteorologmaf oonditions, for the valooitv of sound d e m d s on the temmrature. humiditv. mated from t 5l e observed differences in time. A small intense than it is behind, in f; act, aa far as the production searchlight, directing its beam along the line of a re. As whence the name Y rum-fire ('I'rommelfeuer).' Again, the and composition of the air, while the wind affects the mode of propagation. The velocity of sound may be calculated from the formula 4 where T is the absolute temperature, H is the barometric pressure, iantl 7b is the va or pressure of water vapor, while Fro is the velocity o P sound in dry air at temperabe ne lected under ordinary conditions unless t e sound ture To. The variation in winposition can but it is conceivable that on the battle field the presence of large quantities of smoke may deet the. sound in a maiuier which is not quite ne 'gible. A further diffiwaves caused bv the detonation of explosives have a velocity distinctf greater than that of ordinary sound, mid it must not e assumed without ex imental verification that the velocity varies with t e temperature and hunudity of the air in the same way tw the ordinary velocity of sound. It seems advisable, then, to invent a method of sound ranging in which the velocity of sound is eliminated altogether, and this is one of the objects of ascents 7 t.0 n great height before it reaches the observer, cults Itrises on account of t4e P act that the very intense i ? g flash, while the time, t, which the sound takes to travel from G to 0 is also known. Let v be the velocity of the wind, A 0 the direction of the wind; then if the length A 0 re resents vt, the length AG will represent Vt, and found by a simple geometrical construction or by triangulation. since t R e mgle AOG is known, the position of G may be "his method fails if the sound travels to the observer by a path through the upper air, and so it is useful to have a test which wiU enable an observer to fiud aut mnkun Institute, ~aroh, 1017, p. n4.
-when this occurs. The following test is based on the theory developed in 84.
Let a semnd observation be made at a point 0' on OG, then if the sound travels throu h the up er air, the be less than it would be if the sound traveled in n horizontal @rection.
test will, of COUIS~, fail if the sound produced by t e firing of the gun travels with IL velocity greater than the ordinary velooitv of sound.
If an object reflects sound back to the observer, its distance may be estimated by noting the interval between the production of the sound at 0 and the arrivd of the echo. If T denotes this interval, the distance of the object is given by the formulainterval between the times of trave K at 0 an 1 0' should
where 0 is the angle between tho direction of the wind and the direction of the object. If v is small compared with V so that 7 may be neglected, this method may bs used to find the distnuce of the objectr when its dircction is not known.
If it were possible to produce at 0 an intense sound having a frequency equal to one of the natural frequencies and obtain a return sound from the gun, this by mems of observations at two stations before it was even fired. 3. Sound ranging from okma$ion.s a,t a. nu.mbm of star tions when th sound travels horizodnlly.--When the sound travels over the surface of the earth and this is treated as flat, the problem of locating B gun from observations at three stations A', B', C', ma be solved as follows: the first step is to reduce the prob 9 em to the caae when there is no wind. Let tal t b , t,, be the times at which the sound is recorded at these stations and let T be any convenient time. Draw lines A'A, B'B, C'C, in a direction opposite to the wind and let the lengths of these lines represent the distances v(f, -T) , u(tb -. T) , v($-T), respectively, where ZI is the velocity of the mnd.
We must now determine the position of a point G at which a gun can he fired so as to be heard at A , B, and C, at times tal tb, and t,, res ectively, when there is no wind. Let G'A-TJ7(fa-To), t R en if we draw a line GG' in a direction oppoisite to the wind to represent the length w( T-To), the point G will indicate the position of the gun. To determine the point G we can make use of the h perbolas A and H dehed by the equations GA -GB = F9 (ta -tb) , andG-B -Gb= v(tb-i?J,respectivel , orwecandrawcircles of radii V(ta -T) , v(tb -T) , V(t, -8) , with their centers at A, B , 0, respectively. The point G is then the center of a circle which has the same kind of contact with each. If the latter method is to be used the computer may find it useful to have a set of metal disks whose radii differ successively by small amounts, the circle which touches h e three circles may then be found very quickly by trial.
When the distance AB is small compared with the distance of the n the hyperbola H may be replaced by ita asymptote wgch bisecta AB and makes an angle with AB whose cosine is the ratio of ta-tb to the time which sound would take to travel from A to B. When this method is used it is useful to have observations at two When the velocity of the sound is unknown use ma be made of observations at two trials of stations A'B'& and P'Q'R'. Let t,, tp, tal be the times at which the sound arrives atA, B , and C, respectively; and let xl, -y,; xz, YajXs, ys, be the rectan ar co-ordinatesof the derived points the distances of an arbitrary oint from A, R, and C', rewhose equation is A, B, C, in the re I P uced problem (fig. 4) ; also let r,, r , r,, be spectively; then the point cp lies on the circular cubic where is the area of the triangle ABC. The denominator on the right hand side may also be written
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where a., b, and c are the lengths of the sides of the triangle ABC. The asym totes of the two cubics associated with ABC! and P$R, respectively, meet in a point G from which an approximate position of the point G' may be derived, In obtaining these equations we have assumed that u', v', w', e, are small, that all changes take place adiabaticall , and that no condensation of water vapor occurs in t z e atmosphere.
If the disturbance which produces the sound waves is initially confined to a limited re 'on, a wave of disconThe front of this wave will satisfy the partial differential equation of the characteristics of the above system of equations?
The simplest way of obtaining this equation is to assume tinuity of some type will trave P outward. When there is no wind, we have the general theorem of Straubel,' which may be enunciated as follows: Let P and Q be two points on a ray and let rays consecutive to PQ and forrmng a small pencil of solid angle &with its vertex at P cut out an area dS' on a plane through Q perpendicular to the ray, while a similar emall pencd of r a p of solid angle &' with its vert-at Q cub out an, area CES on a plane through P perpendicular to the ray, 
It is clear from symmetry that the line joining the two end points of the ray is parallel to the tangent at the vertex, let the displacement &,dy, be made in this direction; then, if u, v, and V refer to the vertex of the ray, we shall have If, on the other hand, the sound travels horizontally the above equations are replaced by 6% cos #+dy sin rp e U(lCOS# +v, sin rp + v, COS(@ -4,) -
hence dt<dt,. This means that the time of travel of the sound increases more rapidly with the range when the sound travels horizontally than when it travels by a curved path through the upper air.
If it IS found by means of the test based on this in-, that the sound does travel to the observer the upper air we are met with the difficulty lem of sound ranging to the case of no wind, is the wind velocity at the vertex of the ray and this is unknown. It is reasonable to assume, however, that when the vortex is high this velocity is about equal to the gradientwind velocity and is roughly the same for all the ra-ys that come into consideration. With this assumption, our method of reduction is 1 itimate and the position of two triads of observations, for if we make two independent displacements (&,dy) and (dz,,dy,) the equations wind velocity to be used in reducing the probof G may be found by the met Y od depending on the use
are of the same form but with different values of X whether the sound travels horizontally or through the upper air; also the quantity X, like the velocity of sound, is eliminated in the above method.
The gradient-wind velocity may, of course, be derived from the weather ma when this is available.
ence in the times of travel of this ray and of one that is supposed to travel horizontally between the same end points, is enerally so small as to be almost ne ligible just as if all the sound traveled horizontally.
It should be noticed that if the velocity of the wind is less than the velocity of sound there are always two 
hence a ray bends upward or downward accordiiig as
When there are directions for both upward and downward rays, the two angular regions are separated by two radii whose direct,ions are given by tghe equation Let us now consider a ray which leaves the ground horizontall , then bends upward and finally returns to the 8 this ray also ossesses the property tp =$o it Kg' frorn e uation (4 that the time of travel is the two end points of the ray. For since tp=tpo the quantity X is the same in both cases and so also is z cos 6 +y sin $, but in the first case we have When the wind blows uniformly in one direction the condition +=@, , is satisfied in the case of a ray which starts either in the direction of the wind or in the opposite direction.
whan them is no wind blowing the condition 4 =tpo is satisfied for every ray and when V increases upward every ray which goes up into the air is brought down to the ground ain, while the time of travel t h o u h the zontally between the end oints of the ray. To prove %* which determine a bicircular quartic with A, and foci when the difference 1,-1 is given. As this di erence varies we get a system o j bicircular quartics ( fig. 5) with two, but not four, real foci in common and this corresponds to the system of confocal hyperbolas in the ordinary problem of sound ranging. Although the present problem of sound ranging is only of theoretical interest, it may be remarked that when observations are made at three stations AK%kL the gun may be located by usin charts on whic t e icir- If in the present circumstances an observer hears first by a direct r a r and afterward by a ray reflected from the ound, then if t and t' arc the two intervals between the gng of the gun and the observations we have ut ut' u R = 2 V, sinh2 9 uR=4Vo sinh 3 .
To get an idea of the magnitude of the interval t'-t, let, us consider the following ways of satisfying the equation It should be noticed that p becomes infinit-e when aces$ + bsintjJ + u = 0, while maximum and minimum values of P are rootg of the equation
P -
When a ray does not start in a horizontal direction but goes up into the air and returns to the earth, the radius of curvature at its vertex may be found by means of a similar formula using of come the values of %,uo,Vo, a,b,u, for the level of the vertex.
6.
The m e in which the gun and the observer are at diflered levels.-In this case the limits of integration in the e uations (3) are altered so that if (zl,yl,zl) are the coor&nates of a. un, (q,va,%) those of the observer, we have for a ray wit f out a vertex Now let the ositions of the gun and observer vary, then we find t E at
This relation is anal ous to one which occurs in the general theory of geo 7 esics." It is important to notice that if the observer and gun are in motion so that k =%a&, This is the form which Doppler's principle assumes for an atmos here stratiiied in parallel planes. It should be notice x that this formula differs slightly from the em irical formula suggested in my previous notela are both stationary. In this case, then, there is no c e of frequency, as might be expected. The above form 9 a does not, however, quite cover the case for which the empirical formula was suggested, because now the wind velocit and velocity of sound are the same at the looclr level, whereas in the case referred to the wind velocity was supposed to be different in the two places.
When a source of sound is &her than the observer, or is moving through the air, it is possible that some meteorological data may be obtained by noting the change in itch when the sound is heard at the earth's surface an B applying our general formula for Doppler's German is called "wimmern," that is, a variation in the sounds heard from church bells during gusty weather. 7. Derivation qf meteorological data by meam qf smnd mnging.-When the positions of the n and the observer formation with regard to the structure of the atmosphere.
In the h t place, if the sound travels through theupper air and the gun and the observer are at the same level, the equations corresponding to .two Merent displacements of the observer, determine the angle 4 and the quantity X.
Since the direction of the gun is known a dis lacement equations (6) determine the quantities u + vcOs4, 2, + vain*, for the level of the vertex of the ray. Now, let the source of sound be raised a small distance dz, then it follows from equation (7) that are known, the timing of the s o u r furnishes some inx d t = b~+ a p i n + , hat -a p c~+ a~+ , can be made directly away from the gun an B then the
This equation determina the angle 6, which is denoted below by e, .
Returning to the case in which both the gun and observer are on the ground, let us vary the in$nd direction of a ray in such a manner that 2 remans constant.
We then have u+vsin &, and so determine the v d u a of u, v, and V.
Drawing c w e a for Werent altitudes of the vertex of a ra we may obtain an idea of the structure of the atmospkre as far as the variations of u, v, and V, are concerned, but unfortunately we can not assign the value of Z for each curve. Writing cz = 2az as before, we find that if AB = 2c -1,000
feet, y -10,000 feet, dg(=6f feet.
The error introduced by using the asymptote of the circular cubic, in the method in which the velocity of sound is eliminated, is more difficult to determine; it is probably larger than in the caae just discussed but still not large enough to be important. To get some idea of the error in time arising from the circumstance that sound may travel through the upper air instead of alo a horizontal path, let us consider the sound increases upward. The range is now given by the formula simple case in whc 5 there is no wind and the velocity of 
